
Year 6 -  Term 2, 2021 Parent/Carer Learning Support at Home

Outlined below is information relating to the learning foci across core curriculum areas for students in Year 6
during Term 2. Parents/Carers may wish to discuss with their child and further support their learning at home
through the suggested activities, prompts or questions.

Reading

Focus Approximate
Timing

How you can support your child’s learning

Analysing Weeks 1 - 5 ★ Ask your child about ‘I am Eleven’ and the newspaper articles we
have read during the week. Discuss the following:
Figurative language & descriptive language
Identify multiple points of view
Identify similarities across texts

Inferring Weeks 7-10 ★ Talking about ‘I am Eleven’ and newspaper articles that have been
read in class, engage in a conversation with your child using the
following prompts:
What is the author is trying to convey?
How is the author saying one thing whilst showing another?
What is the underlying message?
What do I know that isn’t being explicitly spelled out for me?

Making
connections

Weeks 1-10 ★ Thinking about ‘I am Eleven’ and newspaper articles, assist your
child with looking at the different connections to these texts such
as:
Text-self connections
Text-text connections
Text-world connections



Writing

Focus Approximate
Timing

How you can support your child’s learning

Persuasive
writing

Weeks 1-3 ★ Assist your child in looking for persuasive techniques in
advertising such as TV, radio, cereal boxes etc.

★ Look for language, images, target audience, organisation of
facts/images/info.

Persuasive
writing

Weeks 4-7 ★ Watch news items with your child or ‘Behind the News’ and pick
out the language (word choice) that the reports have chosen.

○ Why did they make that choice?
○ What would change if they used different words?

★ When having discussions with your child, ask them to look for
emotive language, repetition, synonyms, verbs, adverbs. Word
choice enhances meaning.

Persuasive
writing

Weeks 8-10 ★ Have a conversation about presentation and how is information
presented? How does this make the reader/viewer feel?

★ Discuss the impact and effect the font, font size, formatting,
images, diagrams/graphs has in the communication around us.
(Great examples include band posters in the street, magazine
covers, movie reviews/posters).

★ Discuss how presentation engages us. What would change about
our feelings/engagement if everything was the same sized font
and colour?

Maths

Focus Approximate
Timing

How you can support your child’s learning

Cartesian
plane

Week 1 ★ Look at any maps you might have at home and discuss grid
references (M10 etc).

Fractions and
decimals

Weeks 2 - 10 ★ Use the language of fractions and decimals and acknowledge
equivalencies where appropriate.

★ Discuss that when making calculations mentally, talk through your
process (e.g. when considering items on sale in shops,
discussing how long is left on a journey).

Time Weeks 2 - 3 ★ Refer to analogue clocks alongside digital watches if appropriate.
★ Ask your child to read timetables if using public transport or to

predict how long an activity will last and the time it will end.

Area and
shape

Weeks 4 - 10 ★ Include your child in measuring ingredients when cooking, even if
only by eye.

★ Compare the capacity of different day-to-day containers. Convert
measurements from millilitres to litres, or kilometres to metres,
and explain their relationships.



Humanities (Inquiry)

Focus Approximate
Timing

How you can support your child’s learning

How have First
Nations
People around
the world
influenced and
been
influenced by
the landscape
in which they
live?

Weeks 1 - 5 ★ Discuss who the original inhabitants of different parts of the
world were with your child and consider how those cultures
have survived/thrived/evolved.

★ Consider the settings of different stories/films/tv shows and
pose questions about how the physical landscape influences
the people in the stories (the clothes they wear, the
activities/actions they take).

★ Imagine what the landscape might have looked like before
modernization – consider the current exhibition of the
Heidelberg School of Artists at the NGV?

What have
been the
effects both of
FNP’s impact
and that of
colonization?

Weeks 7 - 10 ★ Monitor and discuss weather patterns over the course of the
weeks – check the forecast on a daily basis.

★ Remark upon different building styles and how old they
might be. Why have they changed?

★ Audit of the places your child goes to over the course of a
week. How are those spaces designed to suit their needs?
How far away are they?

★ Have a conversation about who/what are places named
after. Why? Get your child to think about places that you
have seen on holidays.

Key Dates in Term 2:
★ Week 6 - CAMP May 25-28
★ District Winter Sport Carnival June 11


